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Lormes – Market Town of the Future
FRANCE – Burgundy
Budget allocated for execution:  €1.3 m+
Starting date - expected end date | 2003 - ongoing

lormespetitevilledufutur.fr
www.nivernaismorvan.net
www.nievrenumerique.com/Pilote-FTTH-de-Lormes

Let’s invent the rural areas of the future together’ is the slogan of the co- 
designed community project ‘Petite ville du futur’, set in Lormes, and launched 
in 2015.

This forms the latest step in a digital and social journey, which began in the 
1990s and early 2000s with a groundbreaking rural policy 2.0, to foster the 
socio-economic potential that ICT and the internet could bring.

Set up in 2003, the ‘Mission Numérique’ or ‘Rural Digital Hub’ of the district 
Nivernais-Morvan has been the accelerator of digital translation for the area. 
Since 2008, this hub has been housed in a former abattoir. Its co-working 
space, fab-lab, and digital training, education and strategic support services 
have been the core of an evolving ecosystem that (inter)connects Lormes to 
the global and local economies and that re-engages its citizens.

The key aim is to debate, design and co-create an ‘intelligent’ rural town 
with a future.

Other actors involved
 Mission Numérique du Pays Nivernais Morvan (3rd Sector)
 Nièvre Numérique
 Nièvre County Council
 Burgundy Franche-Comté Regional Council
 The citizens, businesses and community associations of Lormes

Project contact: Fabien Bazin  |  Mairie de Lormes, 1 Place François Mitterrand, 58140 Lormes, France 
               justine.bouteille-marechal@lormes.fr
Contact at seminar:    Clive Peckham  |  T: +33 681 81 68 32  |  c.peckham@nievrenumerique.fr

Main promotor: Community of Lormes and PETR Nivernais Morvan 
(Public Administrations)

https://ec.europa.eu/eip/agriculture/en/event/eip-agri-seminar-multi-level-strategies-digitising
https://lormespetitevilledufutur.fr/
https://www.nivernaismorvan.net/
http://www.nievrenumerique.com/Pilote-FTTH-de-Lormes
https://legulus.tools/#/
mailto:justine.bouteille-marechal@lormes.fr
MAILTO:c.peckham@nievrenumerique.fr
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Feuille de route numérique pour l’agriculture et 
l’alimentation
Digital road map for agriculture and food 
FRANCE

Starting date  | 2019

The French digital road map for agriculture and food was launched following the ‘Etats-généraux de l’alimenta-
tion’, a wide national public consultation on agriculture and food, which was carried out between July and De-
cember 2017. The road map aims to facilitate the development of digital technology that would benefit all actors 
in the agri-food system. 
This road map will be built in 2019. It will take into account the ideas and proposals of stakeholders, through a 
consultation with these stakeholders, and it will be accompanied by communication events.
6 topics will be studied:
1. Supporting the digital transition of agri-food businesses
2. From producer to consumer, digital technology in all segments of the food industry 
3. Structuring territorial solidarities and the knowledge of available local resources
4. Lifting barriers to open innovation and to the development of digital services
5. Facilitating the digital relations between businesses and public authorities
6. Mobilising training, knowledge and research on and with digital technology

The main objectives are to:
- strengthen the digital competences of farmers and advisers 
- strengthen AKIS 
- facilitate digital innovation based on real-life data, by fostering trust between stakeholders and farmers about  
  the use of data that farmers will agree to share

Project & seminar contact:   François Moreau  
              T: +33 1 49 55 40 87  |  francois.moreau2@agriculture.gouv.fr

Other actors involved
 Farmer representatives
 AKIS representatives
 Agri-food chain representatives
 Agtech and Foodtech syndicates
 Research
 ... 

Main promotor: French Ministry of agriculture and food

https://ec.europa.eu/eip/agriculture/en/event/eip-agri-seminar-multi-level-strategies-digitising
mailto:francois.moreau2%40agriculture.gouv.fr?subject=
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Digital intersection agriculture / administration
GERMANY – Schleswig-Holstein
Budget allocated for execution: €800.000

Starting date - expected end date | 01.10.2018 - 30.09.2021 

digitalisierung.schleswig-holstein.de (under construction)

The contacts between farmers and agricultural administration 
always include data traffic (e.g. ‘electronic applications’, control 
of measurement data, etc.). The  ‘digital intersection’ has to be 
structured and defined. 

The administration needs better connections to  
databases on farms (e.g. animal identification, pharmaceuticals, 
fertiliser, crop protection, etc.). The new file formats need to be 
developed in collaboration with farmers and consultants. 

Questions of data protection and data exploitation in companies 
as well as existing reservations about data interfaces with the 
agricultural administration (e.g. fear of ‘additional’ controls, etc.) 
are essential. 

At the federal level, there is cooperation with the projects ‘Geobox’ 
and the ‘i-green project’. It is checked which software solutions 
from other countries can be adopted or adapted. 

Project contact:      Thomas Thee 
              T: +49 431 988 7003  |  Thomas.Thee@melund.landsh.de
Contact at seminar:    Heinrich Terwitte 
              T: +49 1713421066  |  Heinrich.Terwitte@melund.landsh.de

Other actors involved
 Landwirtschaftskammer (adviser)
 Verband Lohnunternehmer (private sector)
 Fachhochschule Kiel (public research)

Main promotor: Ministry of Agriculture & Environment 
www.schleswig-holstein.de/DE/Landesregierung/V/v_node.html

https://ec.europa.eu/eip/agriculture/en/event/eip-agri-seminar-multi-level-strategies-digitising
https://digitalisierung.schleswig-holstein.de/
mailto:Thomas.Thee@melund.landsh.de
mailto:Heinrich.Terwitte@melund.landsh.de
https://www.schleswig-holstein.de/DE/Landesregierung/V/v_node.html
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Cornwall / Steps towards a rural digital region
UK – Cornwall 
Budget allocated for execution: £123 million (€142 million)*
*£53.5 million from ERDF and £78.5 million from British Telecom

Starting date - expected end date | 2011 - ongoing 

superfastcornwall.org
www.plymouth.ac.uk/research/digital-neighbourhoods

Cornwall, a pioneering EU region, has sought to deliver localised digitisation 
by understanding the geographical, socio-economic and political context 
of a rural region through initiatives and research such as:

• Partnerships between telecoms providers and the public and 
    private sectors
• Empowering local people as Digital Champions
• Equipping and enabling Digital Hubs
• Innovation ecosystems in E-health
• Working directly with Community Gatekeepers

This recognises the spatial, technological and community aspects of a rural 
place, and acknowledges the three-way relationship which exists between 
them. Research from Plymouth University found that, for investment in 
digitisation to bring benefit to rural communities, the policy focus needs 
to shift from rural broadband diffusion to rural broadband development, 
with the associated enhancement of policy solutions that better fit the 
reality of rural areas.

Project contact:      Dawn Stoddern      |  Cornwall Council
              T: +44 1872 272702   |  dawn.stoddern@cornwall.gov.uk
Contact at seminar:    Dr Katharine Willis     |  Plymouth University
              T: +44 7939 593921  |  katharine.willis@plymouth.ac.uk

Programme: Superfast Cornwall / Openreach
Public Authority: Cornwall Council
NGO: Cornwall Rural Community Charity
Research and Innovation:  University of Plymouth

https://ec.europa.eu/eip/agriculture/en/event/eip-agri-seminar-multi-level-strategies-digitising
http://superfastcornwall.org
http://www.plymouth.ac.uk/research/digital-neighbourhoods
mailto:dawn.stoddern@cornwall.gov.uk
mailto:katharine.willis@plymouth.ac.uk
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ZLTO strategy & activities towards digitisation
for the sake of Dutch farmers in a European context
THE NETHERLANDS

Starting date - expected end date | 2000 - ongoing  

www.zlto.nl

The role of a farmers’ organisation in the strategic development 
of ICT: farmers’ needs and business approach in balance.

Vision: farmers use the advantages of digitisation on the same level as 
their partners in the production chain.

Activities, integrated approach:
• Lobby new style: EU Code of Conduct on agricultural data  
 sharing by contractual agreement.
• Communication: AgriFoodTech Platform: congress, etc.
• Projects to speed up innovation and data sharing:
 o Regional: Practice Center for Precision Agri
 o National: Public-Private Partnerships WUR 
 o Interregional: f.i. Icares (drones)
 o EU, ‘small’: Thematic Networks like 4D4F
 o EU ‘large’: IoF2020, SmartAgriHub
• Investment, from ‘members heritage’: 
 o JoinData: authorisation & data hub cooperative

Project & seminar contact:    Peter Paree, ZLTO    |  Onderwijsboulevard 225, 5223DE Den Bosch, NL
                 T: +31 6 212 12 435   |  PeterParee@zlto.nl

Main promotor: ZLTO, South NL Farmers’ Organisation,  
close cooperation in LTO, NL farmers’ organisation, 
colleagues, and Copa-Cogeca, EU farmers & cooperatives. 
Member of EUFRAS: EU advisory services 

Other actors involved
 Education: Vocational (Helicon), Applied Agri (HAS), Tech: Avans
 Science: Wageningen University & Research, Tech Univsities, BE institutes
 Sectoral organisations: NL: f.i. FME (tech), Cumela (contractors)
 Sectoral EU: CEJA, CEMA, Fertilizer EU, etc.
 Agribusiness: VION, Rabobank, Friesland-Campina, Achmea, etc.
 The farmers: 14000 members, 10000 farms (LTO 50000)

https://ec.europa.eu/eip/agriculture/en/event/eip-agri-seminar-multi-level-strategies-digitising
http://www.zlto.nl
mailto:PeterParee%40zlto.nl?subject=
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FAIRShare: Findable, Available, Interoperable, Reusable and  
Shareable
IRELAND and Europe
Budget allocated for execution: €7.0M

Starting date - expected end date | 01.11.2018 - 31.10.2023  

This is a new Horizon 2020 project “Enabling the farm adviser community 
to prepare farmers for the digital age”.

The two main strategic approaches in the project are: 

1. At a high level to support the sharing of a broad range of digital 
advisory tools (DATS) and experiences through an online platform and 
permanent networking facility. 

2. At farm adviser level to support the development of service-specific 
digitisation strategies and support actions for advisory services in their 
increased use of digital tools and services. 

The project will use a multi-actor approach in helping to develop strategies 
and actions in a range of 40 different cases. It will support the exchange 
of advisory knowledge, tools and motivation for increased use of digital 
technologies by advisers and farmers.

Project & seminar contact:    Tom Kelly      |  Teagasc, Oak Park, Carlow, Ireland. R93XE12
                 T: +353 87 23 73 292   |  tom.kelly@teagasc.ie

Main promotor: Teagasc

https://ec.europa.eu/eip/agriculture/en/event/eip-agri-seminar-multi-level-strategies-digitising
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Karpat Agri – Digital Agricultural Ecosystem in the  
Carpathian Basin
HUNGARY – Carpathian region

Starting date - expected end date | 2017 - ongoing

karpatagri.hu 

Karpat Agri is a strategy and pilot project financed mainly by the Hungarian Ministry for Foreign Affairs and 
the Hungarian National Trading House. 

The main objective is to create a digital ecosystem in the Carpathian Basin to develop the digital competence 
of farmers and to present good practices. 

It is a partnership of specialists, companies and educational institutions.

The key steps our initiative takes to reach our objective are the following:

•  Competence development
•  Presenting good practices
•  Export promotion
•  Community building
•  Market research survey

Project contact:     Karpat Agri    |  info@karpatagri.hu
Contact at seminar:   Zsofia Veres   
           T: +36 20 387 3753  |  zsofia.veres@drdc.eu

Main promotors: 
 Hungarian Ministry for Foreign Affairs
 Digital Wellbeing Programme
 Hungarian National Trading House 

Other actors involved
 Ministry of Agriculture and Ministry of Human Capacities of Hungary 

 (Government institutes)
 Szent István University, Pro Scientia Naturae Foundation

 (University, and educational institutes)
 Discovery R&D Center (Research organisation)
 AgriDron, agroaim, Agrodat, agrovir, AgroIT, bpd group (Service providers)

https://ec.europa.eu/eip/agriculture/en/event/eip-agri-seminar-multi-level-strategies-digitising
https://karpatagri.hu/
mailto:info@karpatagri.hu
mailto:zsofia.veres@drdc.eu
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Incubator of the Future Industry Leaders
POLAND
Budget allocated for execution: €100.000

Starting date - expected end date | 01.11.2017 - 31.03.2019

This project is a component of the 
governmental programme for stimulating the 
digital transformation in the industrial sector 
in Poland. 

The objective of this project is to work out an 
effective way of directing companies towards 
Industry 4.0, and to prepare specialists for 
leading the changes in these enterprises. 

The project is currently run as a pilot. It 
includes the preparation and realisation of 
two related programmes: one for training 
external advisers, and another programme 
for preparing the transformation specialists 
for companies. 

Participants of these programmes are working 
out, in close cooperation, the change strategies 
for selected companies, and are setting up 
activities to support their implementation.  

Project & seminar contact:  Soldaty Andrzej      |  00-507 Warszawa, Pl.Trzech Krzyży 3/5, Poland 
                T: +48 694398241   |  andrzej.soldaty@mpit.gov.pl

Main promotor:  Ministry of Entrepreneurship and 
Technology

Other actors involved
 Silesian Centre of Competence for Industry 4.0. This is a consortium of 
the Technical University and the Special Economic Zone

https://ec.europa.eu/eip/agriculture/en/event/eip-agri-seminar-multi-level-strategies-digitising
mailto:andrzej.soldaty%40mpit.gov.pl?subject=
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Digital Agriculture Strategy (DAS)
HUNGARY
Budget allocated for execution: not yet confirmed

Starting date - expected end date | 2020 - 2022

digitalisjoletprogram.hu/hu/tartalom/das-magyarorszag-digitalis-agrar-strategiaja

DAS wants to contribute to 7 key areas in order to make 
Hungarian agriculture better prepared for the ever-
accelerating and inevitable digital transformation.

7 main areas:

1. improve competencies and the use of digital tools 
among farmers, foresters, food producers;

2. provide professional education for high-level users;
3. improve advisory services;
4. develop the policy environment for data use;
5. foster open, automated access to background data 

from different governmental sources (animal health, 
plant protection, etc.) for the integration of primary 
production and the whole supply chain;

6. more farmer-friendly e-public administration (implement 
the interoperability of data systems);

7. improve the competences of the public administration 

Project contact:    Anikó Juhász, PhD.    |  1055 Budapest Kossuth tér 11
          T: +36 1 795 2536    |  aniko.juhasz@am.gov.hu
Seminar contact:   Anett Fekete     
          T: + 36 1 896 4765    |  anett.fekete@am.gov.hu

Main promotors:  
 Ministry of Innovation and Technology 
 Ministry of Agriculture  

Other actors involved
 Alliance of IT companies (NGO)
 Agro ICT Cluster (NGO)
 Hungarian Chamber of Agriculture (NGO)
 University of Szent István (research and education)
 Research Institute of Agricultural Economics (research)
 Alliance of Hungarian Farmers and Farmer Associations (NGO)

 

https://ec.europa.eu/eip/agriculture/en/event/eip-agri-seminar-multi-level-strategies-digitising
https://digitalisjoletprogram.hu/hu/tartalom/das-magyarorszag-digitalis-agrar-strategiaja
mailto:aniko.juhasz@am.gov.hu
mailto:anett.fekete@am.gov.hu
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S3 High Tech Farming Partnership
EUROPE – Multiple regions
Budget allocated for execution: EC DG REGIO contributes with €200.000 for a 
piloting action in the frame of the Partnership activities. Partners contribute 
with own resources.

Starting date - expected end date | 06.12.2016 - ongoing

s3platform.jrc.ec.europa.eu/high-tech-farming

The main objective of the S3 Partnership on High Tech 
Farming is to accelerate the development and adoption 
of Precision Farming technologies through:

• Improving the impact of projects
• Reducing gaps in funding and /or knowledge
• Allowing a better management and marketing of 

new technologies
• Enabling farmers to use /dominate technologies

The partnership is focusing on a wide range of technol-
ogies and tools (Robotics, ICT, IoT, Big Data, Earth 
Observation, etc.), whose synergic use allows the shifting 
to the new paradigm of Sustainable Precision Agriculture 
(SPF). Areas of application have been divided along 4 
main agricultural value chains (crops, tree cultivation, 
livestock and protected cultivations).

Project contact:    Roberto Scalacci     |  Via di Novoli, 26 – 50127 Firenze (Italy)
          T: +39 0554383732    |  roberto.scalacci@regione.toscana.it
Seminar contact:   Fabio Boscaleri     
          T: +32 2 286 856 4   |  fabio.boscaleri@regione.toscana.it

Main promotor: Tuscany Region (Regional Government)

Other actors involved
The Partnership involves the governments (or mandated bodies) of the 
following European  regions/countries: 
Galicia, Extremadura, Gelderland, Central Macedonia, Marche, West Macedonia, 
Weser-Ems, South Holland, Limburg, North-East Romania, Emilia-Romagna, 
Östergotland / East Sweden, Northern Ireland, Estonia, North Holland, Pays 
de la Loire, South Ostrobothnia, Veneto, Noord Brabant, Basilicata, Flanders, 
Centro, Umbria, Bretagne, Friuli Venezia Giulia.

The triple helix approach is adopted in each region.
 

https://ec.europa.eu/eip/agriculture/en/event/eip-agri-seminar-multi-level-strategies-digitising
http://s3platform.jrc.ec.europa.eu/high-tech-farming
mailto:roberto.scalacci@regione.toscana.it
mailto:fabio.boscaleri@regione.toscana.it
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Food Wise 2025 – Strategic actions Digitisation of Agriculture
IRELAND
Budget allocated for execution: :  €NA

Starting date - expected end date | ongoing

www.agriculture.gov.ie/foodwise2025/

Food Wise 2025 is the high-level strategy for the development of a sustainable 
agri-food sector in Ireland over the next ten years, it succeeds the Food Harvest 
2020 strategy.

It was drafted and agreed by 35 Irish stakeholders under the guidance of the 
Minister for Agriculture, Food and Marine. 

A High Level Implementation Committee chaired by the Minister oversees over  400 
implementation actions spread across the cross-cutting themes of environmental 
sustainability, innovation, human capital, market development and competitiveness. 
Within these actions there are over thirty specific actions which relate to Teagasc 
delivering more digital supports for farmers. 

The actions include development /use of NMP Online, eProfit Monitor, PastureBase, 
Carbon Navigator, ConnectEd, increased use of social media, the Opt-In training 
portal and emerging precision/digital technologies. The Irish ministry has promoted 
the use of these digital tools by all advisers and farmers, obliging their use in some 
RDP Measures.

Project contact:    Wila Bruce       |  wila.bruce@agriculture.gov.ie
          
Seminar contact:   Kevin Connolly      |  kevin.connolly@teagasc.ie
          Tom Kelly          | tom.kelly@teagasc.ie

https://ec.europa.eu/eip/agriculture/en/event/eip-agri-seminar-multi-level-strategies-digitising
https://www.agriculture.gov.ie/foodwise2025/
mailto:wila.bruce@agriculture.gov.ie
mailto:Siobhan.Dowling@agriculture.gov.ie
mailto:kevin.connolly@teagasc.ie
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ICT-AGRI: transnational cooperation fostering 
digital agriculture
EUROPE
Budget allocated for execution: €2.000.000

Starting date - expected end date | 01.01.2014 - 31.12.2018

ict-agri.eu

The overall goal of ICT-AGRI is to strengthen European research within the diverse area of precision farming, 
and to develop a common European research agenda concerning ICT and robotics in agriculture. In addition, 
ICT-AGRI aims to follow up with calls based on funds from national research programmes of participating 
countries. 

The purpose is to pool fragmented human and financial resources, in order to improve both the efficiency 
and the effectiveness of Europe’s research efforts. With input from stakeholders, ICT-AGRI has developed an 
updated Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda covering the whole Food System from farm to fork. The 
SRIA will be published by the end of the year and will be used as background for calls and other activities in 
the new ERA-NET planned under H2020 in 2019. 

More specifically the objectives of the ERA-NET ICT-AGRI are:

• Mapping and analysis of existing research and future needs
• Development of instruments and procedures for transnational funding activities
• Development of strategic transnational research agenda and programmes
• Establishing and maintaining of international collaborations and networks

Project & seminar contact:    Niels Gøtke      
               T: +45 72 31 83 96   |  nigoe@ufm.dk

Main promotor: Danish Agency for Science and Higher 
Education (Ministry – Public funder) 

Other actors involved
DAFA (Funder, Denmark), ILVO (Funder, Belgium), IWT (Funder, Belgium), 
MMM (Funder, Finland), IRSTEA (Funder, France), BLE (Funder, Germany), 
BMELV (Funder, Germany), GRNET (Funder, Greece), TEAGASC (Funder, 
Ireland), MARD (Funder, Israel),  MiPAAF (Funder, Italy), LAS (Funder,  
Latvia), ASU (Funder, Lithuania), MEA (Funder, Netherlands), TNO 
(Funder, Netherlands), DLO (Funder, Netherlands), FOAG (Funder, Switzer-
land), MURCIA (Funder, Spain),  FCTA (Funder, Spain), GDAR (Funder,  
Turkey), TÜBITAK (Funder, Turkey), DEFRA (Funder, UK), IFD (Funder, 
Denmark)
 

https://ec.europa.eu/eip/agriculture/en/event/eip-agri-seminar-multi-level-strategies-digitising
http://ict-agri.eu/
mailto: nigoe@ufm.dk
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Copa and Cogeca’s Strategy for digital and technological  
transformation of EU agriculture – The Farmer’s perspective
EUROPE
Budget allocated for execution: NA

Starting date - expected end date | ongoing

Innovation needs to provide concrete solutions and all farmers need to access 
latest technology in order to respond to dynamic markets and maintain high 
quality of agricultural produce! 

It’s strategy – not technology – that is the real driver 
for technological and digital transformation.

Elements:
• Infrastructure (e.g. connectivity, satellite)   
• Cross sectorial integrated decision making systems 
• Interoperability, standardisation, data portability
• Integrate EU & national systems of digital upskilling & awareness
• Access to investment, finance & land
• Innovative friendly regulatory framework
• Transparency and trust on data sharing

Project contact:    Ksenija Simovic    |    Ksenija.Simovic@copa-cogeca.eu 
Seminar contact:    Daniel Azevedo     |    Daniel.Azevedo@copa-cogeca.eu  
              

Main promotor: Copa-Cogeca
copa-cogeca.eu 

Copa and Cogeca are the united voice of farmers and agri-cooperatives in the 
EU. Together, they ensure that EU agriculture is sustainable, innovative and 
competitive, guaranteeing food security to half a billion people throughout 
Europe. Copa represents over 22 million farmers and their family members 
whilst Cogeca represents the interests of 22,000 agricultural cooperatives. 
They have almost 70 member organisations from the EU member states.

Case study

The EU code of conduct on agricultural data sharing by contractual arrangement, developed by 
9 EU organisations and endorsed by Climmar and Animal health Europe.

https://ec.europa.eu/eip/agriculture/en/event/eip-agri-seminar-multi-level-strategies-digitising
mailto:Ksenija.Simovic@copa-cogeca.eu		
mailto:Daniel.Azevedo@copa-cogeca.eu
mailto:Daniel.Azevedo@copa-cogeca.eu
https://copa-cogeca.eu/
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PRIP2: Project „Support for broadband 
infrastructure, stage II
LITHUANIA
Budget allocated for execution: €4.400.000

Starting date - expected end date |  09.09.2016 - 07.09.2018

www.prip2.lt

The project  focused on rural areas in Lithuania and aimed to connect rural activity centers, such as farmer 
homesteads, agricultural companies, rural tourism homesteads, food processing companies, advisory offices, 
state forests and rural communities, or others, to fiber lines and installed network nodes in order to connect 
to NGA broadband networks. 

During the implementation of PRIP2 342,6 kilometres of optical fiber lines were constructed and 400 objects 
of agricultural sector were connected to the existing optical fiber infrastructure.

Project contact:     PE “Plačiajuostis internetas”    |  Sausio 13-osios g. 10, Vilnius
           T: +370 5 2430882        |  info@placiajuostis.lt
Contact at seminar:   Eglė Misienė   
           T: +370 6 9883924       |  e.misiene@placiajuostis.lt

Main promotor: PE “Placiajuostis internetas”

PE “Plačiajuostis internetas” was established in 2005. It is a non-profit  
organisation and 100% owned by the Government.

Other actors involved
The Ministry of Agriculture of the Republic of Lithuania
 

https://ec.europa.eu/eip/agriculture/en/event/eip-agri-seminar-multi-level-strategies-digitising
www.prip2.lt
mailto:zsofia.veres@drdc.eu
mailto:info@placiajuostis.lt
mailto:e.misiene@placiajuostis.lt
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Smart Countryside Lippe /Höxter 
GERMANY –  North Rhine-Westphalia
Budget allocated for execution: approx. €500.000

Starting date - expected end date |  15.04.2016 - 14.04.2019

www.owl-morgen.de/projekte/smart-country-side

Smart Countryside Lippe /Höxter is a project, where 
16 villages are developing need-focussed digital 
applications and 26 villages are gaining digital education. 
The project is led by a joint venture of the province of 
Lippe and the province of Höxter and funded jointly by 
the European Union in the EFRE program and the state 
of North Rhine-Westphalia. 

Smart Countryside is exploring new ways of social 
cohesion and communication, supporting new ways of 
thinking and in the end delivers social innovation by 
using digital tools.

The uniqueness of the project is defined by an extensive 
bottom-up approach where the residents on site are also 
the decision makers. Digitisation is seen as a means to 
an end to strengthen the caring society in the villages.

Project contact:     Dr. Klaus Schafmeister
           T: +49 5231 621049   |   k.schafmeister@kreis-lippe.de
Contact at seminar:   Steffen Hess     
           T: +49 631 6800 2275   |   steffen.hess@iese.fraunhofer.de

Main promotor: Regional county of Lippe  
(public authority)

Other actors involved
Regional county of Höxter (public authority)
 

https://ec.europa.eu/eip/agriculture/en/event/eip-agri-seminar-multi-level-strategies-digitising
https://www.owl-morgen.de/projekte/smart-country-side/
mailto:k.schafmeister@kreis-lippe.de
mailto:steffen.hess@iese.fraunhofer.de


funded by EIP-AGRI seminar ‘‘Multi-level strategies for digitising agriculture and rural areas’ 
Belgium, 12-13 december 2018 | More information: www.eip-agri.eu

Developing a national e-agriculture strategy 
EUROPE AND CENTRAL ASIA 

Starting date - expected end date |  ongoing

www.fao.org/europe/resources/e-agriculture/en

Developing a national e-agriculture action plan enables a government to draw up a roadmap for its strategy 
on the use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) for agriculture. This means identifying all 
activities and how they should be managed, funded and coordinated, and pinpointing key actors for the design 
and implementation of the e-agriculture strategy. Any effective roadmap for e-agriculture will require a holistic, 
multi-stakeholder approach, with cross-cutting support spanning various government ministries, including those 
dealing with ICTs, food production and processing, rural development, irrigation and water management, disaster 
management, telecommunication, governance, transportation, finance and commerce.

With a national e-agriculture strategy, countries move from pilot projects to a broader vision at a larger scale, 
capitalising from past experiences, adopting and adapting what has proven to be effective. The strategy can 
prevent e-agriculture projects from being implemented in isolation, avoiding duplication of efforts and resources. 
The strategy helps quickening the pace of innovations, increasing incomes and job opportunities. Establishing 
standards for open data and interoperability enables sharing national research outputs and global knowledge. 

FAO can raise awareness on the e-agriculture strategy, provide technical guidance and develop capacities for 
developing it.

Project & seminar contact:    Sophie Treinen    |   Kossuth Lajos ter, 11 H-1055 Budapest
               T: + 36 30 9623263   |   sophie.treinen@fao.org

Main promotors:

  Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United 
Nations(UN FAO) 

  Regional Office for Europe and Central Asia   

https://ec.europa.eu/eip/agriculture/en/event/eip-agri-seminar-multi-level-strategies-digitising
www.fao.org/europe/resources/e-agriculture/en
mailto:sophie.treinen@fao.org



